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ABSTRACT.

Electrical and radioactive logs were

recorded by officers of the Bureau in three bores

drilled by the Bureau for stratigraphic information

in Western Australia during 1958.^Electrical logs

only were recorded in a fourth bore.

The logs are presented and described

briefly.



T.^INTRODUCTION.

The Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and GeophysioL ,
carried out a stratigraphic drilling programme in West Australia
during 1958. Bores were put down a Viallal, Giralia and
Muderong (two bores).

These bores were electrically logged using single
point resistivity technique with simultaneous self potential
recording.^Radioactive (gamma ray) logging of the holes was
also done except for the hole at Wallal.^The logging was
carried out by the geophysical section of the Bureau. An officer
of the Darwin Office logged the Wallal hole (B.M.R. No. 4A) and
an officer of the Melbourne Office ,logged the other bores.

Table 1^sets
equipment used for logging

out the details
in. each

TABLE 1.

of the bores and the
instance.

atuatianI aulg-
nation.

Co-ordj.nates. Total autrl
t2

Method Eauln.
Depth

(Drilled)Lat. Lona. which
1.Pagial.

I , Wallal B.M.R.
No. 4A

19°44 , 12"s 120°44 , 28"E 2223 1520 Elect-
rical

2000'
Widco

1.Gira1ia B.M.R. 2 ■9 1 15"S 114°14'25 1 tE 2070 2070 Elect. 4000'
No, 5 Radio-

active
2000'
Widco

Muderong B.M.R. 24° 5155!s 114°46'20"E 1002 995 11 2000'
No, 6 Widco

Muderong B.M.R. 24° 5 , 55"s 114°46T30"E 1997 1997 11

No.. 7

The Widco loggers are manufactured by the Well
Instrument Development Company.^A modified Brown "Electronik"
Potentiometer is used in the recorder.^The self potential and
resistance logs are recorded automatically and simultaneously,
as an electrode is lowered and raised in the hole.

The 2000ft. unit is Model XDM and the 4000ft. unit
Model ZDE. The former unit has been modified to use a radioactive
probe interchangeable with the electrical logging electrode and
thus the gamma ray intensity log can be recorded in a separate
operation.

II. DISCUSSION OF THE INDIVIDUAL LOGGING OPERATIONS.

1. B.M.R. No. 4A WALLAL - Plates 2 and 3.

The electrical logging of this hole was conducted
by an officer from the Darwin Office of the Bureau.^As the
upper section of the hole was to be cased, the logging was done
in two sections.



(1 ) When the hole was at a depth of 600 ft.
(appro.) and before the insertion of the
casing to 522 feet.

(ii) When the hole was at a depth in excess of the
length of the logging cable (1600ft. approx.)
attached to the 2000 ft. logger.

The 4000 ft. logger was not available for the logging of this
hole as heavy zains delayed the shipment of the logger from the
previous site of operation at Karumba, Queensland.

A vertical scale of 20 feet equals 1 inch as used in
the logging operations but for reproduction this has been reduced
to a scale of 50 feet equals one inch.

The horizontal scales of the resistivity graphs on
Plates 2 and 3 -are not the same.^The recording scale for the
resistivity graph on Plate 3 was one inch equals 10 ohm metres.
In redrafting the sensitivity of this scale has been increased
by a factor of approximately 2 so the recorded features are more
easily distinguished.

The significance of the feature recorded at 378 feet
is questionable.^This feature may have been caused by the poor
condition of the logging cable, the insulation of which may have
been broken.^The two sections of the log between 790 and 815
feet and between 900 and 925 feet are doubtful in detail because
of sporadic faults in the recording over these intervals.

No mud resistivity value was determined at the time of
logging but a later Schlumberger log records a mud salinity of
1 + ohm metre.^Such mud is somewhat saline and the form of the
S.P. graph indicates that the S.P. polarity is reversed. Such
S.P. polarity reversal frequently occurs with saline muds.

The operator unfortunately did not understand that the
drilling contractor was obliged to make available all the time
necessary to obtain the best possible logs.^Consequently
additional logs were not run at different scale and sensitivities
to give better detail.

The resultant log obtained (Plate 3) correlates quite
well with the Schlumberger logs which were run to the bottom of
the hole at a later date. Nevertheless the Schlumberger logs
are more reliable and they should be used in preference to the
Bureau leg,

2. B.M.R. No. 5, GIRALIA - Plate 4.

Before logging was commenced at Giralia the 2000 ft,
logger was completely overhauled and the logging cable was
replaced.

The 4000 ft. logger was also available at this site and
several logging runs were made at various hole depths wi+1.
loggers and using different scale sensitivities.^Close agreement
was obtained between the two instruments upon all tests. The
S.P. and resistivity graphs are characterized by minor .

irregularities or "hunting".^This "hunting" may have been
caused by a fault in the power supply associated with the logger



as minor adjustments within the logger caused a "Equare" trace,
a sign of lack of response.^The "hunting" is superimposed upon
the principal features of the log and will not deter from the log
as a basis for lithological correlation.^The "hunting" is not
evident on the radioactive (gamma ray) log.

The drift associated with both the S.P. and resistivity
graphs to a depth of approximately 800 feet may be caused by the
decreasing weathering to this depth. Below approximately 750
feet a reversal of the S.P. polarity occurs.^This may be caused
by a mud which is more saline than the pore solutions below this
level.

3. B.M.1.13UDERONG - Plates 1, 5 and 6.

The 2000 ft. logger was used for the logging of the
two holes at Muderong. Both electrical and radioactive logs
were obtained.

The resultant logs are technically quite satisfactory
and, although the mud resistivity is low, there is no indication
of reversed polarity in the S.P. graphs.

The drifts associated with the electrical logs may be
partially caused by the effects of weatirJring within the upper
sections of the bores.^With the resistivity graph this may be
superimposed upon a drift throughout the total depths of the bores
due to the induction within the reeled cable not being fully
compensated.

The electrical properties indicated by the log are
typical of what may be expected from the sedimentary sequence
as indicated by the provisional core descriptions.

A comparison of the electrical and gamma ray logs from
the two bores does not indicate any obvious correlation but
correlation of specific features may follow when studied in
conjunction with the ditch samples and core logs.
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